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ABSTRACT

Harold Burson is the founder ofBurson-Marsteller, a New York-based public
relations firm, and has been recognized by PRWeek as "the century's most influential PR
figure." He has received numerous awards from different organizations, run one ofthe
largest public relations firm in the world, helped the field ofpublic relations become a
prominent profession and was one ofthe first individuals to push for international firms
among other things.
This thesis tries to reveal why so many see Harold Burson as a leader who has
revolutionized the field. This is accomplished through interviewing friends, colleagues
and family ofHarold Burson; his autobiography; newspaper and magazine articles; and
books that reference Harold Burson and Burson-Marsteller as examples ofpublic
relations.
Through research and interviews, it became clear that Burson helped transform
modem public relations in five key areas: crisis management, making public relations a
more ethical profession, new standard oftraining employees, spreading public relations
all across the globe and making public relations a prominent profession.
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METHODOLOGY

Harold Burson is a University of Mississippi graduate and founder ofBursonMarsteller, the third largest public relations and advertising agency in the world. On
October 18,1999, he was recognized hyPRWeek as “the century’s most influential PR
figure”(PRWeek Staff 1). This thesis tries to discover why PRWeek named him the most
influential person and analyze how Burson has affected the field ofpublic relations. The
purpose ofthis thesis is to see how one man can affect a profession.

Information for this thesis came jfrom reading newspaper and magazine articles
along with books that reference Burson or Burson-Marsteller during the time he was the
CEO ofthe company. Numerous interviews were conducted with his family, public
relations professionals, past clients and previous employees. Burson was also interviewed
numerous times throughout the writing and editing ofthe thesis through telephone and an
in person interview. The interviews with family, friends, clients and other public
relations professionals were conducted through emails, phone calls and face-to-face
meetings. The next paragraphs are those that were interviewed for this thesis.

Elias(Buck)Buchwald was the second employee ofBurson and helped start
Burson-Marsteller with Burson. He retired eight years ago as the vice chairman at
Burson-Marsteller. He was contacted through a telephone interview.

Mark Burson is Burson’s younger son and works for Burson-Marsteller in Los
Angeles. He was the former executive director ofthe Ronald W.Reagan Foundation and
Library. He was contacted through a telephone interview.
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Scott Burson is Burson’s older son and a lawyer in Boston. While growing up, he
watched his father work in public relations, saw how Burson-Marsteller has evolved and
met numerous other public relations professionals. He was contacted through a telephone
interview.

Paul Critchlow is the Merrill Lynch vice chairman ofpublic markets. He has
known Burson for 25 years. He was interviewed through email.

David Demarest is the vice president ofpublic affairs for Stanford University and
former director ofcommunications for President George W.H.Bush. He was been a
friend to Burson for over 20 years and worked with Burson as a client with Visa USA.
He was contacted through a telephone interview.

Ann Fudge is a former CEO ofYoung & Rubicam. She met Burson in 2003
when she became the chairman ofthe company. She was contacted through a telephone
interview.

Bob Leafhas known Burson for over 52 years and was hired as the BursonMarsteller’s first trainee in 1957 and later became the chief executive and chairman of
Burson-Marsteller's international division. He was interviewed through email.

Earl Leonard is the former head of global public affairs ofthe Coca-Cola
Company. He worked with Burson when Coca-Cola was a client for Burson-Marsteller.
He was contacted through a telephone interview.
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Robert Khayat is the former chancellor at the University of Mississippi. He
worked with Burson during the Confederate flag crisis at the university. He was
interviewed in person in Oxford, Mississippi.

Billie Jean King, a former professional tennis player for the United States, is a
friend ofBurson and was introduced to him over five years ago. She was interviewed
through email.

Chris Komisaijevsky is a former CEO ofBurson-Marsteller. He also worked at
Hill & Knowlton,Inc. for over 20 years and held senior positions at the company. He
was contacted through a telephone interview.

Judi Frost Mackey is a former employee of Burson-Marsteller and is now the
director of global communications at Lazard. She has known Burson since the 1980s
when she worked at Edelman Public Relations. She was interviewed through email.

Sean McCormack works for Boeing as the head of Washington public relations.
He was also the former spokesperson for Secretary ofState Condoleezza Rice, where he
first met Burson who was trying to get Rice to be a key not speaker for the 100-year
celebration ofthe Economics Club. He was contacted through a telephone interview.

Tom Nides is a former CEO ofBurson-Marsteller. He was contacted through a
telephone interview.

Charlotte Otto has recently retired in February 2010 as the global public affairs
officer for Procter & Gamble Company. She has known Burson for over 20 years. She
was contacted through a phone interview.
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Steve Parrish is a former head ofpublic affairs for Altria, a parent group for
Phillip Morris USA,US Smokeless Tobacco Company and more. He was worked with
Burson occasionally throughout the years. Parrish was contacted through a telephone
interview.

Ploward Paster is the executive vice president ofpublic relations and public affairs
at WPP Group Inc, a marketing communications company. He met Burson in the early
1980s and worked with Burson when Paster worked at a Washington lobbying firm. He
was contacted through a telephone interview.

Paula Polito is the former chief marketing officer at Merrill Lynch, and Burson
helped Polito get herjob with Merrill Lynch. They have known each other for about 15
years. She was contacted through a telephone interview.

The facts gathered fi-om the research and interviews showed that Burson affected
public relations in five main areas. His handling ofcrises, persistence in raising pubhc
relations’ ethical standards, renovation of ways oftraining employees, insight in knowing
that public relations firms needed to be international and bringing public relations into a
prominent, well-respected profession are all ways that Burson among others helped alter
public relations.

In crisis management,Burson became well known for his work with corporations
and helping them with crises. “He is, and has always been, well ahead ofthe curve and
knows how to help people who are in great need”(King). Burson-Marsteller has helped
companies like Johnson & Johnson with the cyanide-laced Tylenol. With Johnson &
Johnson, he as well as the CEO decided to make bold moves such as allowing Dan
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Rather and the CBS news crew to show America how Tylenol manufactures makes thenproducts. Burson also advised the CEO to do interview with Mike Wallace on 60
Minutes as well as Nightline and other major newspapers and magazines. This crisis set a
precedent by having the first nationwide satellite press conference to accomplish
contacting all ofthe different local media outlets(Burson 137).

One ofthe unique ways that he helped corporations with crises was focusing on
the prevention of crises. Burson-Marsteller would have workshops and put the CEOs
through tests to see how they would respond to the mock crises. Burson and BursonMarsteller employees would then direct them on how to improve their answers, what to
do in the situation and more. He also stressed the importance ofbeing proactive, having
a good reputation and to only have one spokesperson, which was innovative at the time.

In the area ofstandards, Burson strengthened and demonstrated the profession’s
ethics and helped move public relations fi*om spinning the truth to always showing
loyalty to your community and clients. He was a personal counselor to those he
represented and really got to know the individual and company. Burson showed that
staying informed about what is going on in the world as well as staying in tuned with new
technology is essential to being an all around public relations professional. Telling the
truth and donating to charities were also vital to the way Burson dealt with public
relations. Lastly, he stressed the importance ofresearch. He found it to be imperative for
the public relations person to know as much as he or she could about the company he or
she represented to benefit the company.
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In training employees, Burson was also transformative. He started the BursonMarsteller University, where employees were given extensive training for two weeks to
learn how Burson-Marsteller did business. The curriculum was focused heavily on
details, problem solving, presentations and more. Burson-Marsteller was also one ofthe
first to hire new college graduates and to hire people fi-om all different backgrounds, not
justjournalism. Burson gave his employees freedom to be creative, which helped
Burson-Marsteller grow as a company.

In global public relations, Burson-Marsteller became the second public relations
firm to have offices in multiple countries in November 1969. He was a pioneer in this
move. The company was distinctive in that it replicated Burson-Marsteller all over the
world, so that a client ofany one office would feel comfortable with and receive the same
level ofservice from any other office regardless oflocation. Burson and BursonMarsteller accomplished this by staffing the new offices with locals from the host country
to gain trust among the native people, had every office report to a senior manager in the
United States and provided ongoing training for staff and managers so that all ofthe
offices would be the same.

The last way that Burson changed public relations was by helping bring the
profession into prominence. He helped pave the way for how corporations, businesses
and others viewed public relations as an important and integral part of relating to
consumers and having a successful business. He helped public relations be seen as an
equal to advertising and showed that public relations can be just as affective if not more
as advertising. Through his force ofcharacter, he was able to gain great progress at the
CEO tables and respect for the field of public relations. He also started using and
6

creating integrated marketing years before the term was even invented by using multiple
facets ofcommunications to spread messages about those that he represented.
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INTRODUCTION

Burson-Marsteller is one ofthe largest public relations companies in the world,
and it was all started by a man named Harold Burson. Many regard Burson as being a
legend in the public relations industry and contributing a great deal to the profession. He
has not only counseled many ofthe FORTUNE 500-size companies but also presidents of
the United States and many other influential figures(“Harold Burson and BursonMarsteller-Leadership and Entrepreneurship” 1). Burson helped to create integrated
marketing before the term was even created by combining his public relations agency
with an advertising agency. He has received numerous awards such as The Public
Relations Society of America Gold Anvil Award (1980), the Arthur W.Page Society Hall
ofFame Award (1991), and the Lifetime Achievement Award firom the College of
Communication fi*om the University of Texas at Austin(2002)(“A Preeminent Public
Relations Practitioner” 1).

Burson was the ChiefExecutive Officer ofBurson-Marsteller until 1988 after 35
years of being head ofthe company. He still remains active in the company and acts as
the Founding Chairman. Burson-Marsteller now employs over 2,000 people and has
offices located in over 30 countries in five continents. It is still among the top three
largest public relations firms in the world and was the largest firm in 1983. The firm
continued to grow and was the first ever to hit $100 million in revenue in 1985
(“Burson-Marsteller-Milestones” 1).

He started his journey offounding this successful corporation as well as becoming
one ofthe first innovators of modem public relations at the University of Mississippi,
8

where he got his first taste ofpublic relations(Burson,E Plurihus Unum 19). He is a man
who grew jfrom being an impoverished child in Memphis, Tennessee to owning BursonMarsteller, one ofthe largest public relations firms in the world {PRWeek 1). His impact
in this field was shown on October 18,1999, when Burson was named “the century’s
most influential PR figure” in PR Week {PRWeek 1). Burson has continued his passion
and desire for public relations and improving the field even today. He still goes into his
office every weekday to meet with his clients, such as Coca-Cola and Phillip Morris to
counsel the business and work in Burson-Marsteller even though he is 88 years old
(Klingbeil 1). Throughout the years, he has helped to transform the way public relations
is conducted and the way others view this occupation as being an important profession
{PRWeek 1).

Burson was bom on Febmary 15,1921 in Memphis, Tennessee. Maurice and
Ester Burson,two immigrants jfrom Leeds, England, were the proud new parents oftheir
first son. Before deciding to leave for the United States, Maurice Burson served in the
British Army and was a victim ofthe first poison gas attack by the Germans at Ypres in
1916, which caused him to have health complications for the rest of his life. So it was up
to Ester Burson to support her family in the U.S., which she did by selling clothes doorto-door(Burson,^

Unum 17).

Maurice Burson was an avid reader and taught Harold Burson how to read when
he was only 3. The two used The Commercial Appeal as a text, first using the big type in
advertisements and later moving on to headlines and finally the news stories. When
Harold Burson went to school when he was 6, he skipped two grades going firom the first
grade to third grade after taking a Stanford-Binet IQ test. When he was in the tenth
9

grade, he became a stringer for The Commercial Appeal when he was at Humes High
School. Burson said it “was perhaps the first career-defining moment of my then-young
life”(Burson,E Plurihus Unum 18). He walked two miles to hand-deliver his articles to
his school page editor at the newspaper so he could see his article be edited word-by¬

word (18).

At the age of 15, Burson went onto to attend college at the University of
Mississippi(Ole Miss)in 1936 and continued to work for the Appeal as a reporter. The
decision to attend Ole Miss was easy since he could make enough money as a reporter for
the Appeal to cover all of his tuition and expenses. Halfway through his junior year,
Burson became the acting director ofthe Ole Miss News Bureau where he was in charge
of making sure stories were being sent to all ofthe home-town newspapers about student
achievements at the university in hope to attract new students to Ole Miss. This was the
first taste of public relations and supervising people for Burson (19).

Burson graduated in May 1940 and continued to work for The Commercial
Appeal, but this time as a full time reporter. Only six months later, he covered a story
about the War Department building an ammunition plant known as the Wolf Creek
Ordnance Plant in Jackson, Tennessee and the controversies that surrounded the plant.
This story gained national attention and changed his life. Burson met H.K. Ferguson who
later offered Burson ajob in public relations for H.K. Ferguson Company,an engineering
and construction company(20). The two men traveled together wherever Ferguson had
business, and Burson regarded this time as his “equivalent of a Harvard M.B.A.”(21).
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During this time, the United States was going through a major war. World War II.
Burson decided he wanted to fight for his country. He enlisted in March 1944 and was a
soldier until April 1945 where he was transferred to the Press and Psychological Warfare
Department ofthe U.S. 12* Army Group and stayed there until the war ended (22).

Burson had one year left in the military and decided to work for the American
Forces Network(AFN),the Europe-wide military radio network. While working for
AFN,he was the chiefcorrespondent for the Nuremberg Trials for the 20 major Nazi war
criminals. During his time in the military, Burson realized that he wanted to start his own
public relations firm and asked H.K. Ferguson to be his first client(23).

Burson’s public relations firm was created in 1946 with the construction
company, H.K. Ferguson, as his first client and an engineering business owned by Guy
Panero, a former Ferguson executive, as his second. It was managing this small business
that Burson believes prepared him for his fliture career in Burson-Marsteller(25). His
association with Panero led Burson to gain more clients. As his business started to grow,
so did his personal life, hi 1947, he married Bette Foster who became his full-time
secretary/office manager, and she played a vital role in the formation ofthe company
(27). Four years later, Bette Burson introduced Elias “Buck” Buchwald to Burson, and
Buchwald worked for Burson-Marsteller for the next 50 years and played a critical role in
the company tliroughout the years(28).

In late January 1952, Burson received a call from his good fiiend Harry Leather, a
reporter at the New York Times, who informed Burson that he recommended Burson to
Bill Marsteller, the owner of an advertising agency in Chicago and Pittsburgh. Marsteller
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needed a public relations firm to help his advertising agency cover the Rockwell
Manufacturing Company buying a helicopter for their executives to utilize, which was
the first time that a helicopter was being marketed solely for executive purposes(35).
Burson called Marsteller and informed him that he would be coming to Chicago the
following week to meet with a client and that he wanted to meet with Marsteller to talk
about Rockwell Manufacturing Company hiring a public relations firm. When the two
met,they realized they had much in common. As Burson points out, “We were both
writers, we were both editors of high school and college papers, we both paid our way
through college by ‘stringing’ for a daily newspaper, and we both shared an
entrepreneurial bent”(36). The two from then on worked together, which helped Burson
get accounts with Rockwell Manufacturing Company and Clark Equipment Company.
The merger also benefited Marsteller by helping Marsteller’s advertising agency expand
to New York and expanding Marsteller’s business into an all-around company to help
businesses spread their messages to their key publics(39).

By 1953, Marsteller and Burson were sharing many ofthe same clients and
decided to merge the advertising and public relations companies together. The new
company started with only five staff members and was the beginning of a “total
communications” business(41). The company continued to grow financially and gain
more clients. As Burson-Marsteller’s clients, such as Rockwell Manufactunng Company
and Clark Equipment Company,started plans to establish offices in other countries, the
public relations firm decided to do the same. Burson believed that many other industrial
companies would be one ofthe first to establish themselves in the European Common
Market(50). Making this decision was a monumental step for the company since there
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was only one other firm, Hill & Knowlton,that had offices in Europe. In November
1959,they decided to open an office in Europe even though they only had three offices in
New York, Chicago and Pittsburgh open in the United States. Burson was named
president of this operation and had the overall responsibilities for the company’s
operations in the world market(53).

The first international office opened in February 1961 in Geneva. When this
office opened, the company lost money for the first three years and did not have its first
profitable year until 1966(55). Burson-Marsteller later moved into numerous countries
around the world, such as Australia, Canada, Japan and the United Kingdom (57).

While trying to expand the firm in different countries around the world, Burson
wanted to expand his offices in the United States. Burson writes in his autobiography E
Pluribus Unum,“Even while immersed in establishing Burson-Marsteller in Europe and
Asia and making several two-to three-week visits to the two continents every year for 30
years, I always knew that the ‘growth engine’ for our business was the United States”
(85). This desire to grow within the U.S. only grew with gaining clients such as General
Motors, Merrill Lynch,Burger King, Coca-Cola, Johnson and Johnson’s Tylenol and
more (86). The company expanded with opening new branches in Washington, D.C.,
Houston, Cleveland, Detroit, San Francisco, Denver and other offices aroimd the United
States and across the globe. Burson-Marsteller also acquired Cohn & Wolf, an Atlantabased public relations firm, which helped the company grow into Atlanta as well. Even
though C&W was a part ofBurson-Marsteller, the two never fully integrated. C&W
remained as a subsidiary (97).
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The company was consolidated with Young & Rubicam in 1979 but continued to
act as independent company. Burson-Marsteller continued to help its clients and moved
to the forefront of crises management with Johnson & Johnson’s Tylenol scare in 1982
when seven people in the Chicago area were killed from capsules tainted with cyanide.
He also helped with the catastrophe of New Coke in 1985 when Coca-Cola tried to
introduce a new Coke with different ingredients, but this new drink was very unpopular
with customers. Burson helped Coca-Cola get through by advising them to bring back
the original Coke (Klingbeil 2). Adam Leyland,the editor and chief ofPRWeek in 2001,
said,“He’s(Burson)been involved in a truckload of crises, and his counsel has been
highly valued.”(1).

The success of Burson-Marsteller was the combined forces of many individuals,
but it was Burson who had the vision and helped change public relations to the way it is
today. He changed the way corporations dealt with crises, others viewed the public
relations profession, public relations CEOs trained their employees, and professionals
saw the importance of having offices in numerous different countries and more. Paula
Polito, a former chief marketing officer at Merrill Lynch, was one ofthe many
professionals that were affected by Burson renovations in public relations and said,“He
is a wonderful man and so revered and respected. He really is a legend”(Polito).

Many individuals in the public relations profession or those who work with public
relations people know about Burson and give him with a great deal ofrespect. Willard J.
Michael writes in his book. The Flak: A PR Journey, about Burson’s great
accomplishments and prominence as well as Burson-Marsteller’s ability to always stay at
the top throughout the years.
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"Without question, however it is Harold Burson who casts
that proverbial largest shadow, even now in his 80s. IfI
were a client on the prowl for an agency, and I had the
dollars to back up my project or issue, I would first knock
on the door where Harold Burson and Bill Marsteller stuck
out a shingle nearly a century ago... I, as you, have access
to the business polls each year that continually show
Burson-Marsteller at or near the top ofthe results ladder in
all PR disciplines."(Michael 391)
Burson has had a profound effect on the public relations world for five main
reasons: his handling of crises, his persistence in raising public relations’ ethical
standards, his renovation of ways oftraining employees, his insight in knowing that
public relations firms needed to be international, and his bringing public relations into a
prominent, well-respected profession.
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CORPORATIONS HANDLING CRISES

‘For decades, when the corporate sky seems to be falling, the man to call for help
holding it up has been Harold Burson”(Klingbeil 1). As Burson-Marsteller grew
nationally and internationally, the company gained prominent clients but these new
clients would have crises and difficult situations occur that Burson-Marsteller had to
handle with precision and care. The company has been renowned for the way it handles
crises and Burson has been at the forefront ofthis. Burson has been cited in textbooks
and in public relations books around the world on how to deal with disasters. Burson was
at the forefront of crises and crisis management(Paster). “He was really the founder of
crisis management”(Nides).

One ofthe company’s most famous examples ofhelping can be seen with
Johnson & Johnson’s disaster of Tylenol’s capsules being injected with cyanide and
killing 10 people. “Harold’s advice to Johnson & Johnson is the text book way to
manage a recall”(Parish). The company first invited Burson to its headquarters in New
Brunswick, New Jersey, in February 1986 when Johnson & Johnson was confronted with
a second outbreak ofcyanide-laced Tylenol. Burson had to help the company with its
image and keeping scared customers to not link Tylenol medicine with poisoned capsules

(Klingbeil 2).

The first outbreak occurred in September 1982 when seven people were killed in
the Chicago area after consuming Tylenol capsules. It was soon discovered that the
capsules were tampered with and tainted with cyanide.“Deadly cyanide was skillfully
injected into individual capsules and the packages were returned to their original shelf
16

space in pristine condition. Soon after, the deaths were linked to Tylenol, news reports
pointed to Tylenol’s manufacturing plant in Pennsylvania as a possible source ofthe
cyanide”(Burson,E Pluribus Unum 135). Johnson & Johnson decided to take action
against this rumor and decided to let cameras in their production facilities and allowed
Dan Rather and the CBS news crew to show America how Tylenol manufactures makes
their products(“Case Study: The Johnson & Johnson Tylenol Crisis” 2).

Jim Burke, Johnson & Johnson’s CEO,decided that since the company owned
Tylenol, both companies’ brands were at stake and became the main spokesperson for the
two companies. Burson-Marsteller was recommended to Burke as a good company to
work with in crises and so the two worked hand-in-hand during the Tylenol scare. From
there, they reached out to the media, especially TV network news programs. Burke
continued to spread the message that Tylenol believed in their responsibility to their
customers and community.

Tylenol later restored its good name when it was established that an individual
outside ofthe company poisoned the capsules. Burson encouraged Burke to have an
interview with Mike Wallace on 60 Minutes as well as Nightline and other major
newspapers and magazines. This was a bold and rare occurrence since not many CEOs
voluntarily go on national television to be questioned byjournalists. All ofthe hard work
paid offthough in the end when Tylenol regained 100 percent oftheir market share from
before the crisis(Feam-Banks 56).

After this, Tylenol decided to recall all Tylenol capsules, which cost the company
around $150 million. They did this in order to show the company’s loyalty to its
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customers and community. The company then came out with a new tamper-resistant
packaging, which would make it harder for people to put cyanide in the capsules. Burson
and employees of Burson-Marsteller recommended that the company contact every
television, radio and local newspaper for coverage on their new packaging. BursonMarstellers’s reasoning for this was “most people learned about Tylenol’s problems from
hearing or reading the news and that’s where they should get their information about the
new packaged Tylenol in a tamper-resistant carton”(Burson,

Unum 136).

Burson-Marsteller wanted to focus on local media because then it would be more
likely that the story would be on every front page ofthe local newspapers and the lead
story on the local TV news programs. They held the first nationwide satellite press
conference to accomplish contacting all ofthe different local media outlets. The press
conference was beamed to 30 cities in the United States, which led to the story being run
in most ofthe local newspapers and TV news programs as a headlining story(137).

Unfortunately, three and a half years later, a second cyanide attack occurred in
Bronxville, New York, where three people died after swallowing Tylenol capsules. The
company decided to cease selling the capsules all together in fear that this medicine
would be tampered with again in the future. Johnson & Johnson's former corporate vice
president of public relations, Lawrence G. Foster, said to The Gannett News Service,
“Since everyone had respect for Harold’sjudgment, the fact that he agreed with what we
(Johnson & Johnson) were planning to do was important. He has the ability to analyze a
problem in very perceptive ways and come up with solutions that are workable”

(Klingbiel 2).
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The Tylenol scare put Burson-Marsteller on the map as being one ofthe best
companies to hire when dealing with a crisis or tough situation. Burson became known
as an individual to turn to for wise words and actions for tlie companies to follow. “He
handled crises intelligently. Hejudges the degree ofthe crisis, its accuracy and what can
be done realistically to minimize its negative effect”(Leaf). Burson helped the company
handle the crises by suggesting three ways of handling all ofthese tough and complicated
situations: a company must be true to its values, respond quickly and accurately and the
company must be strategic about its actions(Demarest).

Burson’s outlook and methods of dealing with crises have been revolutionary in
the public relations firms. Not only has he helped corporations and businesses that are in
a crisis, but Burson has also helped companies try to prevent and prepare for crises to
come. This was a unique factor about the firm, and Burson-Marsteller was the first to
come up with the idea ofsimulating fake accidents to prepare businesses for future crises
or to prevent them all together(M.Burson). Burson used the tactic ofaversion ifat all
possible when it came to crises. The best way to deal with a crisis is not having the crisis
at all but rather averting the situation(Demarest).

Burson-Marsteller’s focus was mainly on business-to-business relations in
particular corporations. The firm would develop mini plays in which they role-played
situations with the corporations. Burson-Marsteller would create an accident, write
newspaper clips and hire actors to role-play as different characters that would be a part of
the situation. This was all done to help make the situation realistic. The managers ofthe
corporations or businesses would then have to respond to the mock situations, and Burson
and his staff would evaluate what the managers did and what they should have done.
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They trained the managers and CEOs to be more sensitive and to handle all different
kinds of situations. Buchwald,the number two ofBurson-Marsteller and one ofthe first
employees ofthe company said,“Our(Burson-Marsteller) view is to look to a creative
solution to a communicative solution and we were masters ofthis”(Buchwald).

Burson realized that a company with a good reputation was vital when it came to
handling crises. He also understood that being honest and showing good character would
help people forgive the company. The customers would then maintain loyalty to the
company since they trusted the company to have their best interest in mind. “One of
Harold’s biggest strengths is setting strategy in crisis communications. He understands
that as the difficulty ofthe situation rises, so must your integrity”(King). Burson knew
that companies had to be pro-active especially in these tough situations. CEOs had to
work with the public relations specialists and take blame if need be. “Corporations
sometimes lean toward ‘head in the sand’ strategies when faced with a crisis. Harold
always counsels to stay on the side oftruth but to also take ownership of an issue from
the top”(Mackey).
The overarching way Burson deals with crises is to remember that the brand is all
a company has. Often times the company only has one chance to get it right, so it needs
to prove that it is loyal to its brand and its customers. Burson knew that every crisis is
different but one needs to first start with who the company is and what it stands for(M.
Burson). “He really defined how companies dealt with crises”(S. Burson).
Harold routinely advised CEOs and/or their
communications chiefs on hundreds ofcrises. His advice
was always consistent: gather the facts, assess them, decide
on a plan, and communicate-communicate-communicate in
every way possible to address the issues head-on;
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acknowledge mistakes or errors and move to correct them
quickly; apologize and take steps to permanently remedy
any systemic problems; have the CEO himselfor herself
step up and be the company’s spokesman in any major
crisis; and never, ever hide or refuse to comment
(Critchlow).
Burson used these methods with Tylenol as well as with Coca-Cola, when the
company introduced New Coke in 1985. Burson stepped in and helped the company
every step ofthe way introducing New Coke and after the product was rejected by
consumers. He was the personal counselor to the chairman ofCoca-Cola and helped with
almost all decisions regarding New Coke(Leonard).
New Coke all started with Coca-Cola deciding to try a new formula ofCoke. The
company did thousands oftest-tastings and months ofresearch. The company wanted to
be more contemporary,“but we were dead wrong,” said Earl Leonard,the former head of
global public affairs for the Coca-Cola Company(Leonard). Customers rejected the New
Coke, and Coca-Cola’s sales plummeted. The company at first tried to push the new
product in hopes that consumers would come around to liking New Coke. They started a
huge advertising campaign targeted toward the youth with the “Catch the Wave”
campaign for the New Coke. Unfortunately, even though the company researched and
spent a large amount of money to advertize for their new product, consumers were
unhappy with the new product and were not buying the product New Coke(“New Coke:
History of New Coke: The Coca-Cola Company” 2).
Coca-Cola’s CEO was not the only one that failed to foresee New Coke’s
disastrous turnout. Burson also failed to predict this crisis. After the product was
released and rejected by customers, Burson told The Enquirer,
“That's one ofthe most tense situations I ever have been in.
The new soft drink formula was met with immediate
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protests. I didn't have the intuition to realize how great a
proprietary interest the public felt they had in the product. I
wasn't sufficiently perceptive. I was misled by the research
as were the other people”(Klingbeill).
Despite this, Burson was able to help Coca-Cola turnaround from this crisis and
advised the company to listen to the customers’ voices and to follow what the consumers
wanted. “It was a loud sound ofthe people wanting Classic Coke back”(Leonard). This
controversy did not go unnoticed by the media, and after careful consideration, the
company decided to bring back Classic Coca-Cola. This caused such a stir and great
excitement around the world that Peter Jennings interrupted General Hospital, a popular
soap opera at the time,just to announce that Coca-Cola had brought back Classic CocaCola(Leonard).
When the Classic Coke was brought back, sales went up dramatically because
people feared that Coca-Cola would go back to New Coke again. The company learned
that a consumer product company needs to listen and respond to its consumers. Burson
helped Coca-Cola realize this and helped guide them to going back to Classic Coca-Cola.
Burson stayed by Gorzetta, the manager’s side, throughout the crisis, and the two became
very close, which helped Burson to play a large role in helping Coca-Cola and Gorzetta
listening to Burson’s advice on how to handle the situation (Leonard).
Burson has helped numerous corporations and businesses get through tough
situations that were highly publicized and mentored them on what steps and actions to
take. One example ofthis was with Merrill Lynch. He has helped a succession of six or
seven CEOs at Merrill Lynch successfully handle many crises. These ranged from the
stock market crash of 1987, when he encouraged the chairman at the time. Bill Schreyer,
to appear on nationally-televised commercials to calm the marketplace, to the Enron
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investigation, which sent several Merrill Lynch investment bankers to prison for
allegedly conspiring to help the energy company manipulate its books in the bankers’
favor (Critchlow).

While he helped corporations, Burson also helped other organizations such as the
University of Mississippi. He helped the university with their controversy about the
Confederate Flag being displayed on campus and at all ofthe football games. Resolving
this crises and helping the university get rid ofthe Confederate flags on campus has been
one of Burson’s proudest cases to work on (Burson).
Burson first came to join the campaign to stop using the Confederate flag in 1995
when the chancellor ofthe University of Mississippi, Robert Khayat, decided he wanted
the university to have a Phi Beta Kappa chapter, a nationally recognized honor society.
At the time, the universities that had the Phi Beta Kappa chapter saw this as a standard
organization to have ifit is a reputable university. This would help the image ofthe
university, also known as Ole Miss, as being “a great public university”(Sack 5). With
such a organization being seen as a customary honor society to have,it hurt Ole Miss’
image even more since the university was denied membership in the mid 1980s because
ofthe “school’s substandard libraries and laboratories and its inability to attract and
challenge the brightest students”(3).
Ole Miss decided to try to apply for the honor society once more in the late 1990s.
The university had difficulties recruiting black students and faculty because Ole Miss was
still seen as racist and segregationist(3). Although the flag was never an official symbol
ofthe university, many associated the flag with Ole Miss. “It was appropriated by people
like the Ku Klux Klan, Neo Nazis and hate groups. Enrollment was declining, faculty
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morale was low and our campus was sort ofneglected. It didn’t feel Hke a place that was
thriving”(Khayat).
Khayat formed a diverse committee to talk about what was holding the university
from growing and prospering. The committee decided they needed to have an image
survey and so called Burson for help on how to get the Phi Beta Kappa chapter and
improve the image ofthe university. The two started with a national opinion survey,
which had questions about the university’s Old South symbols, such as the Confederate
flag, the name Ole Miss and the use ofthe mascot Colonel Reb. Khayat then decided
after many protests to not get rid ofthese images but to focus more on the Confederate

flag (Sack 5).
After the survey was given to 1,500 people who lived within 500 miles of Ole
Miss, alumni, students and others were filled with rage about the questioning ofsome of
the symbols such as the Confederate flag. “It was like we threw gasoline on the ground,
stroke a match and it exploded. It was clear that we couldn’t handle the PR that big so I
called Mr. Burson and ofcourse he said yes”(Khayat). Journalists from all over the
world came to Oxford, Mississippi to write about the controversy over the Confederate
flag including those from The New York Times and The London Times(Khayat).

When the chancellor asked Burson for help with the Phi Beta Kappa chapter and
to ban the Confederate flag, Burson replied “Robert what have you been smoking? As
long as the flags are in the stadium and as long as we play Dixie every 10 minutes, we’re
not going to get the chapter”(Burson). After contemplating everything, Burson did
decide to help with the issue and visited Ole Miss(Burson).
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On the last day, he visited the football coach, Tommy Tuberville. The two talked.
and Tuberville admitted that the flag was killing the football team because it drove most
African-American athletes away. Burson knew from there that it had to be Tuberville
making a statement asking for all ofthe fans and students to withhold bringing the flag
into the stadium. “You’re the only one who can get the flag out ofthe stadium,” Burson
told Tuberville at their meeting (Burson).

Although the university stopped selling Confederate flags and the student
government placed posters around the campus to stop using the flag, Burson knew only
the football coach could get the fans to stop waving the flag at the football games.
Tuberville at first refused to talk to the fans but two weeks before the season ended, the
coach called Burson and said,“What do you want me to do?”(Burson)
I think he called me because he thought it was the right
thing to do and that it would improve the football program
at Ole Miss. When I first spoke with him,I thought he
would eventually speak out on this issue. At the time, I
reported to Chancellor Khayat that I thought the Coach was
the only person who could get the flags out ofthe stadium.
I thou^t the alumni and other supporters ofretaining Civil
War memorabilia would prefer having a winning football
team than in memorializing a war that took place more than
a century ago (Burson).
Tuberville made an announcement at the second to last game asking for fans to
not bring the Confederate flag to the games, and by the last game ofthe season, there
were barely any flags to be seen(Burson). After this announcement as well as the hard
work and help from the students, faculty and others, the Phi Beta Kappa chapter accepted
the university’s application on April 6,2001. Now Ole Miss initiates numerous students
every year into this honor society. In a letter to Harold Burson for his 80^ birthday.
Chancellor Robert C. Khayat wrote,“Your moral and professional leadership has forever
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left its mark on Ole Miss. When challenged by the paradox ofpreserving our history
while at the same time employing positive change, you showed us the way”(Khayat).

Burson knows how to deal with challenges but also when to just let controversies
blow over. He knows when action is needed, and when at times, it is best to say nothing
and to just ignore the situation. One example ofthis was with Procter &Gamble, when
the company had an unfavorable book.Soap Opera, written about them by Alicia Swasy.
In this book,Swasy criticizes Procter & Gamble as a “cut throat company” who will stop
at nothing to make more money(“Soap Opera: The Inside Story ofProcter & Gamble”
1). Procter & Gamble went to Burson after the release ofthis book looking for guidance
on what actions should be taken to combat Swayse’s words against the company.
Burson’s advice was to not act upon on anything but instead to just see what reactions
consumers have and to watch if consumers even pay attention to the book. Procter &
Gamble decided to follow his advice and took no action to combat the Soap Opera. They
soon found out that Burson was right and found out that the book had very little impact
on the company. “He is just so wise and is a treasure. We often want to defend
ourselves, but Harold knew that in this situation, it was best to just ignore everything”
(Otto).

While Burson and Burson-Marsteller are known for their success in handling
crises, there have also been times when Burson-Marsteller has been criticized for the
clients they have represented. The firm has helped and represented a number of
controversial clients, and it has gained enough attention to have a website called
wwvv^bursonmarstellerwatch.com, which is a website that gives people an outlet to write
negative comments about the public relations firm (Buson-Marsteller Watch 1).
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One such example was when Burson-Marsteller decided to represent Union
Carbide, a chemical and polymers company, after poison gas was let out at their plant in
Bhopal, India. This disaster in 1984 resulted in 3,800 people being killed.
Approximately 11,000 became disabled because ofthis incident(Klingbeil 2).

Some criticized Burson for taking Union Carbide as a client whose tanks
exploded and left behind a contaminated region that affected 500,000 inhabitants.
Burson defended Burson-Marsteller and stated in Der Spiegel, a German magazine, that
they decided to represent Union Carbide because “they wanted to supportjournalists in
bringing out the news”(“Master ofDeception” 1). Burson said in a telephone interview
that Burson-Marsteller did a great service since they were able to getjournalists out to the
very remote area of Bhopal to better cover the crisis and give the journalists more
information. He also told The Enquirer in 2001 that the reason he represented Union
Carbide was because he believes that all companies are entitled to representation as part
oftheir First Amendment Right(Klingbeil 2).

Burson-Marsteller was also in the middle ofa controversy when they represented
the Argentinean military junta in 1976. The public relations company was hired to help
the junta, who was in charge ofthe Argentinean government at the time, with their image
so Argentina could attract more foreign investment. As part ofthis campaign,the juntas
bought a thirty-one-page advertisement in Business Week to try to attract others in
investing money in Argentina. The advertisement stated that “few governments in
history have been as encouraging to private investment... We are in a true social
revolution, and we seek partners”(Klein 104).
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Many saw this as hypocritical and believed that the juntas were responsible for
the great poverty in Argentina. Before the juntas, the United States and France had a
higher unemployment rate than Argentina. After the juntas took power, poor
neighborhoods had no access to water and preventable diseases were spreading all
through the country (104).

The juntas were also greatly disliked for their treatment ofthe Argentinean
people. During the junta’s reign, 30,000 people disappeared. One such example was
when a group of high-school students decided to ban together for lower bus fees. The
junta kidnapped, tortured and killed six ofthese high-school students(136).

Burson-Marsteller was criticized for representing this oppressive regime. Many
thought it was unethical to try to help the junta better their image.“Burson-Marsteller is
the company that governments with poor human rights records and corporations in
trouble with environmentalists have turned to when in crisis”(“What is Burson-Marsteller?
And Why Should We Be concerned?” 1).

The new Argentine government approached Burson in 1976. Before this new
government took over, the country was in a civil war and there was a great deal of
political upheaval. Burson defends Burson-Marsteller’s decision to represent the junta at
the time since he was told by many that it was the right thing to do (Burson).
“At the time, this was regarded as a really good time for
Argentina, because there was a hope and thought that when
they settled things out politically, they would have an
election. I went down and talked to the state department,
the person in charge of tlie Argentinean relations and a staff
member ofthe Foreign Relations Committee. The response
I got was that I would be doing the Argentineans and the
United States a great service and that it would revert them
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(Argentina) back to a democracy. We didn’t want to get
involved in the political side ofthe issue, but we could help
them on the economic business side”(Burson).

Burson-Marsteller helped them raise $45 billion dollars to keep the Argentinean
business a float. The public relations company worked for them for four years but never
participated in the politics in Argentina. “That distinction has not been made by those
that have criticized us”(Burson). Burson-Marsteller signed a four year contract and
decided to not continue working with the junta when the contract was finished. “IfI had
to do it over again, I probably wouldn’t have taken on the assignment originally. At the
time we took it on,I had been encouraged by our government to do it”(Burson).

A more personal conflict for Burson-Marsteller occurred in 1994 when Thomas J.
Mosser, a former Burson-Marsteller executive, was killed by a mail bomb in his home by
the Unabomber, Theodore J. Kaczynski. He was mistakenly targeted because he worked
at Burson-Marsteller, which the Unabomber thought was Exxon’s public relations firm
after the Exxon Valdez oil spill in 1989, but this was not true since Burson-Marsteller did
not help Exxon with this crisis. The Federal Bureau ofInvestigation and others were
unsure why the Unabomber choose Mosser, but the police believe it was because of
radical environmentalist periodicals like The Earth First Journal(MacFarquhar 2).

The Exxon Valdez oil spill occurred when the oil tanker Exxon Valdez hit a reef
near Alaska, and a total of 11,000,000 gallons of Alaska North Slope crude oil leaked
into the ocean. Within two months,the oil had spread over 470 miles. The cleanup took
three years and cost over $2.1 billion(“The Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Disaster” 1).
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After this spill, Kaczynski wrote a 35,000 word essay to the New York Times
about his intention of killing Mosser. Mosser was unlike the other randomly picked
victims because Kaczynski took credit for Mosser’s death. The Unabomber wrote,"We
blew up Thomas Mosser last December because he was a Burston-Marsteller [sic]
executive,"(Thomas and Weiser 3). He went on to criticize Burson-Marsteller’s
supposed involvement with helping Exxon “clean up its public image” and the evils of
advertising and marketing that “had victimized ‘the average American’ and ‘suckered
him into buying a lot ofjunk that he doesn’t need’”(Thomas and Weiser 3).

While Kaczynski thought Mosser and Burson-Marsteller were hired to help
Exxon ,Burson said that Burson-Marsteller did not help Exxon with this crisis. “Tom
had nothing to do with that stuff. Tom Mosser was a very bright young man. In my
business career, this was absolutely the worst thing that ever happened to me when I
received a telephone call saying that he had been killed by that bomb”(Burson).

While Burson-Marsteller tries to be selective in those that they represent, there
will be times when not everyone agrees with those decisions.“The nature of our business
is that when companies get into difficult problems, we get called in”(Burson). While
some ofthe clients Burson-Marsteller have represented have been confrontational,
Burson believes in being truthful and informing the public about the situation at hand.
He has been in charge of all different types ofcontroversial crises and has always had the
intellect and knowledge of what people want. This understanding ofpeople has helped
him hone crisis communication and know what actions to take or not take. “He is, and
has always been, well ahead ofthe curve and knows how to help people who are in great
need”(King).
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RAISING STANDARDS

Burson has been known among his colleagues, competitors and clients to be a
moral individual. His character and devotion to public relations helped raise the
standards and morality in this field, and he always encouraged others to help charities and
other non-profit organizations. He also raised the standards in other areas, such as
research and accountability. Burson-Marsteller was one ofthe first companies to hire
research directors because research was seen to be an essential element ofBursonMarsteller. This was especially vital to the firm to ensure that they got the most correct
information for the companies they represented(M. Burson). It was Burson’s belief
compounded with others that helped raise the standards ofpublic relations by moving it
firom spinning the truth to always showing loyalty to your community and clients.

He

established what modem day public relations really is”(Polito).

Burson was a pioneer in the profession of public relations. When he first started.
most of the professionals were newspaper people that tried to be more like publicists.
Burson helped industries, clients and corporations better understand how publics behave
and the importance of a reputation of being a good company. “Harold was in the
forefront in creating the identity of modem public relations”(Demarest). Burson helped
transform public relations into a counseling business where public relations professionals
needed a seat at the table with the CEOs when making decisions about the company. He
has been known to have a caring and compassionate personality but at the same time
constantly be professional while he is at work (Leonard).
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Some believe that one of the reasons Burson has been so successful is because of
his modesty. ‘TSTot everyone was practicing integrity but Harold did. Personal qualities
of modesty and thoroughness have served him well. Harold lets the profession shine'
(Paster). He never made his work about him or how much success he had but instead
ensured that his clients would succeed which helped make him a great public relations
man (Paster). He was one of the first people in this profession to actually get to know his
clients, and more importantly, get to know the ins and outs of his clients’ businesses
(Critchlow).

Steve Parrish, a fnend of Burson and Senior Vice President of Corporate Affairs
at Altria Group, the parent company ofcigarette maker Philip Morris, and others
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consider Harold to be the father ofthe modem public relations industry. I think it

wouldn’t have happened if Harold wasn’t the person he is”(Parrish). Burson has acted
like a personal counselor to those who he represents and really gets to know the
individual and company (Parrish).
Burson has been described as extremely adaptive and resilient even in his 80s and
90s.
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The man is 90 years old and is he is writing a blog”(Polito). Burson has continued

to keep up with technology throughout the years and use it to his and Burson-Marsteller’s
advantage. “There isn’t a thing we do through the end ofthe 20* century that he wasn’t
one ofthe first ones to do it”(Paster).

Besides always trying to learn the different technologies being invented every
year, Burson has shown to the public relations field the importance of always being “in
the know”(Burson,“The Key to ‘Being in the Know

>»>

1). From the time he was four

years old first learning how to read from newspapers to now reading multiple papers a
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day, he is always current on what is going on in the world today and if anything is going
on with the companies he represents. “Like my father before me,my day starts with the
morning newspapers. Reading several makes me seem a lot smarter than I really am... I
am appalled that more of my business friends haven’t discovered my secret”(Burson,
“The Key to ‘Being in the Know’” 2).

Burson throughout the years helped come up with the concept that the public is
imperative to the success of an industry.“How you communicate with them (your
consumers) and the clarity of how you communicate with them is actually vital”
(Komisaijevsky). He did notjust take orders but instead built a relationship based on
character with those he worked with and for. Burson made vision, mission and ethics the
foundation for Burson-Marsteller. He stressed four principles within the firm: the need to
have a strong and credible working relationship with outside firms and businesses, have
candid discussions, have deep understanding of how the media operates, and have plans
to bring responsibility to the company because the company must be held in a credible
manner. One ofthe underlying principles that Burson has always found to be key is that
the company must be willing to stand up and make individuals responsible for their
actions but also make them feel like an important part ofthe company(Komisaijevsky).
Burson knew that integrity and values ultimately affect a company’s success. To
be believed, one needs to communicate in an open manner and cannot run away from
difficult situations. To best communicate the companies’ values, Burson knew that
different kinds of communication were extremely important, which was based on his
partnership with Bill Marsteller and Young & Rubicam. Most ofthe way BursonMarsteller became a successful company was through the roots in how Biuson thought
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business should be conducted. He always put his clients first, “Very few people
recognize who he(Burson)is and that’s the way it should be. He is in a service business
where the main goal is to help the client, so he takes the backseat”(Komisaijevsky).

Burson tries to remain unbiased so he can give the companies he represents an
honest opinion of what actions to take next. “He has an extraordinary ability to be
detached and analytical. He has always been able to identify the strategy to
communicate. He finds very concrete ways to get across the position ofthe cause he is
dealing with”(S. Burson). Burson’s vision to accomplish this has been to do everything
at the highest level of ethical and work standards. It is through his standards ofbuilding
Burson-Marsteller that he directly or indirectly helped to define what public relations is
and was(S. Burson).
His ability to understand the business and human behavior has been a trademark
for Burson. Remaining open and listening are two great factors to his understanding. He
not only thinks of new ideas and lives in a world ofideas, but he can also know how to be
realistic and finish things properly. Respect is a major issue with Burson in that he
always treats people with esteem no matter whom one is but keeps a good sense ofhumor
throughout it all(McCormack).

Burson set the standards for ethics, integrity and values in the practice of public
relations. He stands out as a leader in ethical standards, and he holds everyone to those
same standards. Charlotte Otto, the former global public affairs officer for Procter &
Gamble Company,said,“Harold has set the standards for leadership, personal integrity
and professional integrity. I think that’s really important because we have some slime
balls in this business”(Otto). "With trail-blazers such as Ivy Lee,Eddy Bemays and 34

within the last 50 years- Harold Burson, it (public relations) has evolved into a social
science. Before them, it use to be the ‘art or luck of getting something in print or
broadcast in a favorable way’"(Willard 115). Burson has changed the field to be a
respected profession that has clear morals and standards that must be upheld (Demarest).

Burson’s dedication to be honest, sincere and having character went beyond just
telling the truth but also to helping other organizations and charities. He not only stressed
the importance ofthe companies he was involved with in helping others, but he also
personally sponsored and supported universities, charities and non-profit programs to
help the profession improve and grow(PRWeek Staff 1).

In November 2007, the Public Relations Society of America(PRSA)Educators
Academy selected Burson as the 2007 recipient ofthe David Ferguson Award for
“outstanding contributions to public relations education by a practitioner”(“Public
Relations Legend Harold Burson Honored by PRSA Educators” 1). He has given more
than $1 million to help spread education in public relations at U.S. universities and
helped financially as well as personally support the Public Relations Student Society of
America. He has been recognized as a presidential appointee to the Commission ofthe
Fine Arts and chairman ofthe National Council on Economic Education (2).

Burson continued to help spread education in 2003 when he helped fund the
Harold Burson Chair in Public Relations at Boston University’s College of
Communication. This was the first academic chair endowed at the university. The chair
was established to create a focus on excellent teaching, research and service in the study
and practice of communications in public relations and affairs. Burson personally
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contributed to the chair as well as sought out Young & Rubicam and Burson-Marsteller’s
employees and clients to help give contributions to the chair. “His sense of partnership
and collaboration with academe and academics is not new: in the 1960’s he and his team
devoted a full week to seminars, lectures and presentations by staffers to further educate
nearly two dozen PR professors”(“Boston University Established Faculty Chair in
Burson-Marsteller Founder’s Name,Harold Burson” 2).

Donating money to universities to aid education was not the only way Burson
helped others. He also participated and gave financial contributions to individuals and
charities around the United States. It’s part of who he is. I strongly suspect he would
have been a lot wealthier (if he did not give so much money to others), but he wanted to
make a dent in the world somehow”(S. Burson).

Burson’s passion to help others can also be seen in Burson-Marsteller and their
pro-bono work. The company has been a long supporter ofthe United Nations High
Commission on Refugees(UNHCR),which is an organization that helps protect and
support individuals that are forced to leave their homelands. Burson-Marsteller has
helped with this organization’s public relations to help raise money and awareness for the
organization’s numerous events across different regions. Burson-Marsteller is also
involved with the Global Business Coalition, which mobilizes and rallies businesses
together to help support The Global Fund to Fight AIDS,Tuberculosis and Malaria(“Pro
Bono Work” 1).

A final way that he helped raise the standards in the public relations business was
to make research and knowledge development a critical and key component to the
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profession. Burson-Marsteller was one ofthe iBrst public relations firms to carry out
public opinion polls and even hired a polling company to ensure that they gave correct
and accurate information about what the public thought about the companies they worked
with. He was a pioneer in modem research, in particular in the use ofsurveys and focus
groups, to see what customers were actually thinking. “Previously, it was assumed that
the marketing folks knew; the truth was, they ‘thought’ they knew, but real-time and reallife data made the development of messages and products much more accurate’
(Critchlow). Researching and knowledge development was very sophisticated in that it
had secondary and original research, which was revolutionary at the time. This research
helped to raise the standards of public relations and the obligations for the professionals
to have extensive knowledge about the companies they work for(Komisaijevsky).

Burson valued knowledge and understanding all ofthe different aspects ofthe
companies that Burson-Marsteller represented and being a strongly organized company.
The firm would conduct surveys and phone calls as part oftheir research to get as much
data as possible while tr3dng to obtain a new client or working with clients on business
decisions. They would take meticulous care to understand and invent ways to solve
problems. They would work with the companies based on the data they collected
(Buchwald).

The research was not only useful for helping the companies make business
decisions but also helped the professionals who worked for Burson-Marsteller be able to
knowledgably work with the media about the companies they represented. It was felt
that it was important to understand the mechanics ofthe media and have a strong
relationship with the media. The Burson-Marsteller person would know so much about
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the company that they could be a spokesperson for the company themselves. “We gained
the respect ofthe media for the fact that we had substantive knowledge,” said Elias
(Buck)Buchwald, one of the first employees of Burson-Marsteller and No.2 executive of
Burson-Marsteller for about 50 years(Buchwald).

The preparation and research would always leave Burson and his employees
ready at all of their meetings. “Burson gives sound advice rooted in incredible
information”(Polito). Burson would give a recommendation and always say why he was
making the recommendation. His process of understanding and information gathering
helped influence many other public relations professionals as well as helped transform
pubic relations as it is today (Polito).
Burson-Marsteller was one ofthe first to hire a research director and give him a
budget and staff, which could be very difficult since at the time they did not have the
Internet and acquisition ofinformation could be quite tedious. Despite this and all ofthe
money invested in researching, Burson still knew that it was extremely important to
research and have the knowledge about the companies. He realized that an individual
could not make a meaningful suggestion or idea without their proposals being based on
some sort of fact. 'Getting smart doing the research has been engrained in the compan/’
(M.Burson).

This research required that the company had good factual information and be
intelligent in multiple facets ofthe companies Burson-Marsteller represented. Burson
had always been aware of how communications formed and how it had strong
implications for business. It was essential for the company to be like an expert on those
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that Burson-Marsteller represented so they could be heard in the media and persuade the
media to write stories on those that they represent. The research not only made Burson’s
employees look intelligent but also helped lead them to giving great ideas that were
practical (Komisaijevsky).

Burson understood people and responded to their needs. “Harold made a lifetime
study of people and figuring out how do I get them to want what I want them to want’
(Leonard). A good example of his using his research could be seen when Burson worked
to obtain General Motors as a client in 1970. Burson-Marsteller went to about six
vendors and six dealers and talked with them about their relationship between them and
GM. From their interviews and research, they found that many saw GM as arrogant. So
when Burson and his colleagues came in to persuade GM to hire them as the public
relations company to represent GM,they came in telling the company the tmth about
what others thought about them. They discussed the ways GM needed to improve their
image based on research and interviews. “I suspect that no one had ever talked to them
that way. The fact that we got the GM’s business gave us the seal of approval,” Burson
said about being straightforward with the vice-president ofGM and gaining the account
(Burson).

Data was extremely important to Burson and Burson-Marsteller, which helped
him in the years to come. He showed other public relations professionals the importance
of giving suggestions based on facts and the weight it represented to clients and potential
clients. There was a real sense early on that public relations was not needed, but Burson
showed that if one was knowledgeable, researched and used this information to work
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with the media to help get them on your side, public relations could be a great help to
companies (Nides).
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TRAINING EMPLOYEES

Employees are an essential component to Burson-Marsteller and are even seen as
one ofthe key reasons the company has been so successful. With employees being
essential to Burson and knowing that their success was equal to the company’s success,
Burson helped create and implement training programs for his employees. “His
development of training programs set the benchmark that other agencies have only
recently caught up with. He created a unique Burson culture that still unites former
employees”(“Harold Burson and Burson-Marsteller- Leadership and Entrepreneurship’
1). Burson realized that if you want to build a big institution, then one needs to select
good people, give them the freedom to be creative and share the company’s rewards with
the employees. This business philosophy was later copied by others in the pubhc
relations profession (Burson).

Burson-Marsteller set the example for all other public relations firms when it
came to training their employees by creating the Burson-Marsteller University. The
university was a conference that lasted two weeks in upstate New York where the best
and brightest would come together from all ofthe different Burson-Marsteller offices to
train and learn the Burson-Marsteller way in public relations. The curriculum was
focused heavily on details, problem solving, presentations and more. Although it cost the
company thousands of dollars, Burson knew that having superior employees was vital
(Buchwald). Burson places a very high premium on investing in his staff, which can be
difficult for public relations agencies to do because the more time the agency spends on
its employees the less time it has for its clients. Sacrificing money and time to dedicate
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educating the employees shows how Burson is a visionary(Demarest). “Anyone who has
gone there remembers it for the rest oftheir lives”(Buchwald).

The company would recruit bright young workers and give intense training by the
top managers, which many replicated as some ofthe employees moved on to other public
relations companies. All the offices sent people to training, in which they stayed up all
night making presentations for mock crises and situations. This experience not only
helped the employees gain personal relationships with other employees around the world.
it also helped unite the way Burson-Marsteller worked for and with their clients. It was
extremely important to the company to be consistent no matter where the office was
located in the world. They wanted to ensure their clients from different regions a
dependable quality of work (Buchwald). Keeping the company global and up to date
could only effectively be done face-to-face so that they could interact, discuss and learn
the same information and ways to handle situations(Komisaijevsky).“The key was the
importance that he contributed to training. Most head hunters in the United States and
here in London would tell young people particularly to go to Burson-Marsteller because
they would learn more there than anywhere else and then leave ifthey felt there was
some outstanding opportunity elsewhere”(Leaf).

Burson-Marsteller University helped the employees have more ofa hands-on
experience and really practice their skills. Burson realized that even though he was
spending a great deal on the employees that numerous individuals would leave the
company for promotions or other reasons. Regardless, he had the foresight to know that
the training was important and would bring other bright and talented individuals wanting
to learn and work for Burson-Marsteller(Nides).
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While Burson heavily emphasized the training programs, he was not one to just sit
back and not be involved. He personally mentored numerous employees and helped
educate those that worked for him on everything Burson knew about the business.
Burson taught them about the meaningful changes in business that was becoming
significant, such as digital technology. He gave the employees insight on what was the
most beneficial information in working with their clients(Leaf).

Mark Burson, the youngest son ofHarold Burson, personally saw how his father
worked with employees and Harold Burson’s natural eye for talent. “My father is like a
great coach in that he has a great eye for talent. He empowers his people to achieve great
things. He is like Michael Jordan because he makes everyone better”(M.Burson). After
training his employees, Burson was able to see what kinds ofstrengths all ofhis
employees had to help make cohesive teams for all oftheir clients. “He is extraordinary
at that. He has always been great in building exceptional teams”(Polito).

Burson-Marsteller grew dramatically in the 1980s because Burson knew that
once you hired smart individuals and properly trained the new employees, the people in
charge needed to let the employees be creative and have freedom. This independence
helped the employees work in a jfriendly environment and let them discover new ways of
handling situations and crises. The employees had to be creative and often times could
find revolutionary ways of dealing with situations that might not have been considered if
they were not given the freedom. The autonomy paid off as Burson-Marsteller became
the largest public relations firm in the 1980s and remains in the top three largest firms in
the world today(Komisaijevsky).
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XJnlike many of Harold’s competitors, he created and filled a niche oftrusted
advisors. Most public relations people in the past were marketers and focused on
consumer public relations. Harold is and was a strategist”(Mackey). Burson-Marsteller
hired a plethora of people from diverse backgrounds ranging fix)m journalism to
engineering and other majors(Buchwald). Burson knew that diversity was fimdamental
to have a well-rounded team and growing company. In his book EPluribus Unum, on
the front cover states how the book is about “how a diverse collection of men and women
on five continents worked in harmony to create the world’s largest public relations firm’
(Burson,E Pluribus Unum 1).

Burson-Marsteller has helped train hundreds ofleading public relations
professionals and continues to train those who will lead the profession in upcoming years.
The company also has a rigorous internship program for college students. The students
must work with Burson-Marsteller for two to three months during the summer and at the
end present a project or presentation on a case or business that Burson-Marsteller
represents. Burson has always been the judge ofthe winner between all ofthe interns
and helps guide and teach them for a future career in public relations(Komisaijevsky).

Burson has made an enormous contribution to the public relations field by
training a large amount ofthe professionals today. Many can credit their knowledge and
beginning experiences in public relations to Burson- Marsteller(Otto). “He is a
remarkable guy. It is amazing how many people say I am another one ofthe Burson
disciples. The number of people that count Harold as a mentor is unbelievable”
(Demarest). So many individuals in public relations can track back their training and first
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experiences at Burson-Marsteller that it “became a farm team for so many CEOs
(Demarest).
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GOING INTERNATIONAL

In November 1959, Burson and other employees decided to be one ofthe first
public relations companies to expand abroad past the United States borders and into
Europe. At the time. Hill & Knowlton, a public relations firm founded in 1927, was the
only American public relations firm to expand to Europe(“Burson-MarstellerMilestones” 1). This was a daring step for the company to make,especially considering
at the time, Burson-Marsteller only had three offices in the United States with only 50
employees. Despite this, Burson had the vision for having a successful international
public relations company seeing that many American companies was expanding into
numerous different countries around the world. Burson realized that public relations
companies needed to be located in different countries like the companies they represented
so they could best work for their clients. This was a defining moment not only in
expanding public relations but it is also considered to be the “most significant defining
moment” for Burson-Marsteller because it helped differentiate Burson-Marsteller from
all ofthe other American public relations firms(Burson,EPluribus Unum 53).

The firm became one ofthe earliest public relations companies to have offices in
multiple countries. He gave others an example of how to expand to other countries
successfully (Paster).

Most PR firms who expanded internationally essentially
established a contractual arrangement with local firms in
various foreign cities. Our strategy was to replicate Burson
Marsteller all over the world, so that a client ofany one
office would feel comfortable with, and receive the same
level of service from,any other office regardless of
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location.
We accomplished this in three ways: starting an office from
scratch staffed with locals but "home base" management;
acquiring total ownership ofa local firm but having it
report to a "home base" senior manager -and finally
providing ongoing training for staffs and managers from all
over the world so that there was a shared set of values and
modus operand!. The training varied; in some cases a group
was brought to one location from all over world; other
times it was done regionally or locally for cost or efficiency
reasons. The training is done by senior BM managers,
rather than a training company(Buchwald).
One of the main reasons Burson-Marsteller was able to gain and remain such a
high rate of success was because they tried to understand the culture ofthe countries they
were trying to open new offices in. They also tried to get to know the staff, which helped
the Burson-Marsteller offices run smoothly and efficiently. The firm held numerous
regional meetings where the managers from a region would come together and exchange
ideas and propositions with each other. This helped differentiate Burson-Marsteller from
other American companies and helped the firm grow and learn by not making the new
offices always do everything in the “American” way(Leaf). Bob Leaf, the former head
of Burson-Marsteller International and employee ofBurson-Marsteller for 40 years, gives
one example ofthe firm trying to understand the cultures ofthe countries where offices
were being built to expand.

I launched Thailand by exchanging prayers and gifts with
Buddhist Monks. In Hong Kong where I lived for three
years, my desk had to face a certain direction under the
rules ofFeng Shui.
With the Japanese, the question of“face” is very important,
and we took this into consideration. In different parts ofthe
world, we took different approaches.
Also we gave a great deal offreedom to local managers and
it was extremely rare that Harold from New York or me
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from London dictated any local procedures. One ofthe
things that Burson-Marsteller is known for to this day is we
did and still do a great deal ofinternal training for staffto
improve their expertise in a wide variety of areas (Leaf).

Expanding Burson-Marsteller around the world was not an easy step for the
company, and Burson-Marsteller did not even break even on their earnings until three
years later and did not make a decent profit until the offices had been open for five years
(Burson,E Pluribus Unum 54). The first office opened in February 1961 in Geneva
despite having no clients for the first 60 days the office was open. Burson and other
employees stayed determined to make this new office a success, and it paid offin 1966
when the office in Geneva had its first profitable year. Burson-Marsteller took a gamble
opening this office by investing 20 percent of its net worth to expand over seas(55).

After seeing this success, Burson-Marsteller continued to expand into other cities
in Europe. The company recognized the importance of moving offices to Brussels since
it was the European Common Market headquarters and into other large cities in Europe
that attracted many clients. Offices were later opened in Spain,the United Kingdom,
Germany, Holland, Russia and more (56). With Burson-Marsteller’s business growing
48 percent in 1966 and continued to dramatically grow,their goal ofbecoming a global
business only strengthened (69).

The next step for Burson-Marsteller was to continue building new offices in Asia
and Australia.

In 1970, Burson as well as Bob Leaf, the head of Burson-Marsteller

International, started talking about opening offices in Asia starting with Japan. Burson
and Leaf made an agreement with David Mitchell and Peter Bostock,two Grant
Advertising employees in Asia, to start a Burson-Marsteller office in Hong Kong and
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Singapore, which opened on February 1, 1973(71). The offices were successful and
made profits their first year. Burson-Marsteller continued to expand with offices in
Kuala Lumpur, Hong Kong, Tokyo, Beijing, Taipei and more.

During his time in Asia, Burson and Burson-Marsteller worked with all different
clients and big events such as the 1988 Olympic Summer Games. In late September
1981, the International Olympics Committee(IOC)announced Seoul would be the host
for the 1988 Olympic Summer Games, which shocked most ofthe world. This decision
was controversial because many nations, such as the Soviet Bloc nations, did not have
diplomatic relations with Seoul(“1988 Seoul Summer Games” 1).

After hearing this and just completing work with the 1984 Summer Games in Los
Angeles, which started his great interest and devotion to the Olympics,Burson became
passionate about working with the Seoul Olympic Organizing Committee(SLOOC).
“I wanted to put our experience to work and help Korea
stage and get credit for successfully staging the Games.
Working with the Director General ofthe Seoul Olympic
Organizing Committee and his team, the honorable Park
Seh-Jik was one of my most memorable experiences. For
all of his hard work and dedication, Biurson received the
U.S. Olympic Committee Olympic Shield Award for
Contributions to Olympic Movement in 2004, which only
50 people have been awarded since the end of World War
11”(Burson).
He made 10 trips to pursue the SLOOC in three years and made contacts with
businesses and the government. Burson had a major hurdle to overcome before he could
even open an office in Seoul and have a chance to obtain SLOOC as a client. At the
time, Korean law forbade foreign ownership of an advertising company, which was
thought to cover public relation firms as well. Burson and his employees did not let this
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stop their goal to open a new office and represent SLOOC.Instead Burson talked with the
Ministry of Culture and Information and the Ministry ofTrade since both ofthese
governmental agencies oversaw the law. After three years of persistence and dedication
to helping the Seoul Olympic Games become a success, Burson-Marsteller was awarded
the permit to open an office (Burson,E Pluribus Unum 79). The Seoul Games were a
huge success and had the largest participation in Olympics’ history, and despite the
political controversies that surrounded the Olympics in Seoul,few protestors showed up
to the games(“1988 Seoul Summer Games”!).

In 1999, Korean government inaugurated the Government
Public Relations Department. Also,the Korean government
developed the public relations program for rehabilitating
international trust ofthe Korean economy,employing the
global firm Burson-Marsteller. It was significant for the
public relations industry for it was a landmark decision,
recognizing public relations as an important nationalservice activity(Jangyul 9).

In the spring of 1980, Burson-Marsteller continued to grow and opened offices in
Australia. The firm now has offices in Sydney and Melbourne,the two most populated
cities in Australia. Burson-Marsteller has been in Asia for about 36 years and Australia
for 29 years. These offices continue to be successful, and Burson today still sees BursonMarsteller’s movement to Asia as one his best decisions(Burson,EPluribus Unum 83).
With Burson-Marsteller’s profits and client list growing each year, so did the
number of offices within the United States and around the globe. Burson-Marsteller not
only grew across the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans but also in the United States’
neighboring countries. In 1960, the firm opened an office in Toronto, Canada. The
office remained static at first but with the help ofsome Burson’s employees,Burson50

Marsteller opened offices in Montreal, Vancouver and Ottawa. Twenty-five years later,
the firm became the largest in Canada making over $5 million (100).

Offices expanded in all parts ofthe world including Latin America. BursonMarsteller currently has 12 offices going fi’om Mexico City, Mexico to Lima,Peru.
Burson recognized that as the North American Free Trade Agreement(NAFTA)was
passed, Burson-Marsteller needed an office in Mexico City. The office opened in 1992,
and today the firm is among the largest in Mexico. The first office to be opened in South
America was in Sao Paulo, Brazil in 1976. Offices continued to expand throughout
South America and the firm grew even larger. While expanding not only across Latin
America but also in other regions, Burson-Marsteller had their ups and downs. Despite
the downs experienced, the firm grew stronger and more prominent in global public
relations (101).

Breaking new ground in public relations around the world was a feat for Burson,
and he continues to stay a part ofthe international public relations field. He is a member
ofthe International Public Relations Association(IPRA)and gave a speech about his
knowledge on corporations, social responsibility and public relations in the 2008 IPRA
World Congress meeting for the opening dinner(“2008 Beijing” 1).

Burson’s efforts and contributions to international public relations have not gone
unnoticed. He has won several awards recognizing his involvement in the field globally.
In 1997,PRSA awarded Burson with the Atlas Award for Lifetime Achievement in
International Public Relations. This is given to individuals who have made extraordinary
achievements to the practice and field of public relations globally. The individuals
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usually have made great contributions in leadership in international public relations for
employees, organizations, corporations, clients and more(“Public Relations Society of
America International Intelligence Awards” 1).

In 2003 at the International Communications Consultancy Organization(ICCO)
Summit, Burson was one of the six leading figures in international public relations to be
honored and invited into the ICCO International Hall ofFame. Burson and the five other
senior consultants act as international ambassadors for the public relations profession
once they are inducted into the hall offame. ICCO secretary general Chris McDowall
io\d PRWeek:

These people made exceptional progress in the
internationalization ofthe industry. They combined
cultural sensitivity with commercial acumen to create
agencies that share global reach with local relevance. They
have provided vision and leadership necessary for the PR
industry to develop around the world (Nicholas 11).

On September 11, 2006, Burson received the Alan Campbell-Johnson Medal from
the Chartered Institute of Public Relations(CIPR). The award is given annually to
individuals who have greatly impacted the field ofinternational public relations. Burson
continues to travel around to all of his offices and plays an important role in BursonMarsteller. He does not let anything stop him and continues to work at an astounding
pace(O’Connor 1).

Burson’s work and pioneering in public relations across numerous countries has
lead to him being seen as a great influential actor in the field, and he has received many
awards for his actions. He was the best, and quite frankly, he had the ability to take
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public relations in a global sense”(Nides). He was the public relations guide to being
able to see internally and externally to harmonize the public relations message
(Demarest). Burson saw the importance of having a multi-country multistate service.
Having international offices helped with crisis management around the globe. The
offices in multiple countries let Burson-Marsteller smoothly control a crisis, since often
these situations affect more than just one part ofthe world. He was revolutionary and
helped expand public relations to being an international entity it is today(Nides).
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BRINGING PUBLIC RELATIONS INTO PROMINENCE

Burson-Marstellcr set the stage and was a pioneer for many aspects in public
relations. The eompany helped pave the way for how corporations, businesses and others
viewed public relations as an important and integral part ofrelating to consumers and
having a successful business. “He literally ‘professionalized’ the business - that is, turned
it from press agentry, an art, into public relations, much more of a measurable science'
(Critchlow).

His respect and admiration from others has been evident in the numerous awards
he has been given for his achievement in the field of public relations, such as the
Alexander Hamilton Medal. Burson was the 1999 recipient ofthe award, which is given
each year from the Institute for Public Relations to someone who has made a major
contribution in public relations. The Medal honors the person whose “exemplary efforts
demonstrate the power of the effective use of public relations”(“Institute for Public
Relations- Alexander Hamilton Medal” 1). The award was given after an accumulation
of more than 50 years of working in the field as a counselor for many CEOs and powerful
companies. He has also been awarded the Public Relations Professional ofthe Year by
Public Relations News in 1977 and 1989, the John W.Hill Award for Leadership from
the New York Chapter ofPRSA in 1993, the Millennium Award University ofFlorida
College of Journalism in 2000 and many more awards (“Institute for Public RelationsAlexander Hamilton Medal” 1).

It used to be rare that a public relations person would report to a CEO when he
first started, but public relations has evolved from this era. It used to be that business
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decisions were made without a public relations person present, and then ifthe outcome of
the decision did not go as planned, the public relations person would step in. It went
from any news is good news and publicity to a recognition that it was something more
sophisticated and that the public relations professional should be sitting at the table with
the CEOs to help make decisions and be asked for their insight. Burson continued to
push the barriers at each point and continually pushed for 50 years for the industry to
move forward to being an integral part of those they represent(Demarest).

Corporations have not changed overnight, and it has
certainly been an evolutionary process. However, it is
because of Harold that companies like Coca-Cola, the
world’s most recognizable consiuner brand, grew to
appreciate the importance of corporate communications,
leadership communications and issues management
(Mackey).

Burson caught the attention of numerous CEOs through his character, bringing
public relations equal to advertising and bringing professionalism to the field of public
relations. “It was because of his basic intelligence and ability and also his likeability,
which was important, that he got chiefPR executives to believe in the type ofPR he was
expounding”(Leaf). Clients and others loved Burson, and he relied on himselfto get to
know the corporate hierarchy. Burson became the confidant ofseveral CEOs and highlevel governmental officials for many years (Polito). His statue in the field of public
relations was tremendous, and it could be seen by his personal client list. Burson has
been a counselor to presidents as far back to Jimmy Cai'ter and Ronald Reagan, and he
was also a private counselor to leading CEOs and companies aroimd the world. “It’s just
astonishing his list of clients”(Leonard).
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Many believe that his biggest contribution and lasting legacy was through his
force of character that he was able to gain such progress at the CEO tables and gaining
respect for the field of public relations. “Bottom line is that he is just a good person, and I
think people respect that”(Fudge). He helped transform tlie business by taking it to the
CEOs and showing them how public relations can help their business by thinking about
the issues before they occur and tiydng to prevent bad situations. Burson’s son, Mark
Burson, says, “Prior to my pop, public relations people were looked like outsiders but
now you have a number of top level executives that come out of public relations. There’s
not a CEO in this country that my father couldn’t call because he has an interesting
perspective on his business”(M. Burson).

Playing a strategic role in corporations and help shaping tlieir view of public
relations is something Burson has been doing since the beginning of Burson-Marsteller.
He continues to be an influential actor by staying involved with numerous different
organizations, such as working with American International Group Inc., one ofthe
world’s largest insurance businesses, for the past 18 months (Otto). With all ofthe
businesses he worked with, stressing the importance of corporate reputation and brand

as

a valuable entity was essential to Burson. This was particularly true when the consumer
brand had a large amount of money invested into their brand and spent hours to help sell
products (McCormack). He helped bring corporations closer to consumers and see the
importance of listening to their consumers(Fudge). Burson helped guide them and show
the CEOs the importance of their brand and staying true to that brand. “Most businesses
know Harold. He had a lot to do with making a profession in a sense in the business
world”(McCormack).
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Furthering public relations as a more prestigious occupation, Burson elevated the
profession to the level of advertising. At the time when Burson combined his business
with Bill Marsteller, advertising was seen as more ofa “step-child” or less prominent
way to get a message to the public. Burson helped to change this image and show
individuals that public relations is just as valuable, if not more,than advertising by
creating the first truly integrated public relations agency(Critchlow). Burson-Marsteller
was unique because early on it merged with an advertising agency as an equal. It gave
them a competitive edge because even if advertising clients did not ask for a pubHc
relations person, Burson and his employees would give the advertising clients a pitch
whether they requested for one or not(Buchwald). He was aware ofthe difficulties that
can arise in advertising and public relations and overcame them. Burson taught people
that public relations was equal with advertising. He helped them understand the role of
talking to consumers and people beyond just advertising to them (Fudge). “He brought
PR into the advertising business at Young & Rubicam as an equal. It’s arguably never
been achieved again”{PRWeek Staff26).

Making public relations as an equal to advertising wasjust one of his feats in the
field. Burson also started using and creating integrated marketing years before the term
was even invented (26). Integrated marketing helped advance public relations and
showed that public relations had to be strategic. He helped illustrate that integrated
marketing was a natural outgrowth of public relations because it is not only about press
releases and publicity. Public relations is also about planmng,tactics and using the
strategic tools in marketing to help get across positive messages about one’s clients
(Otto).
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Burson also showed corporations and businesses that public relations
professionals were necessary and public relations was not about him but the business.
'He doesn’t let it be about him or the agency. He lets it be about the client”(Paster). He
was clear in his focus that his work was about the client, and he liked the work he did
(Komisaijevsky). Burson was always the man behind the scenes and continues this even
today years after he formally left the business of public relations. He is a humble man
(King). Burson showed businesses how public relations could benefit them and their
annual income. He showed companies how they could make more money by looking at
the long-term goals rather than the short-term view (Leonard).

Holding CEOs accountable was another way that Burson helped corporations and
businesses value public relations as a profession and see it as a necessity for businesses.
Burson helped clients understand how individuals set the tone for how the company is
perceived and the connection between the person in charge or CEO and the business is
closely related. He always had a presence and was there for the CEOs regardless of
where they were. He showed the CEOs the importance ofthe media and that the leaders
to be candid with the press if they wanted to be successful. Influence on corporations on
how important the media was always a focus of Burson’s. He showed that the
corporations and business “have to stand up and be counted”(Komisaijevsky).

One of his greatest impacts and ways of helping public relations become more
professional throughout the years was his work and training of his employees. “Harold’s
main impact was his own employees and public relations employees ofclients who by
watching him in actions saw the highest degree of professionalism”(Leaf). Employees of
Burson-Marsteller were able to observe Burson’s ethical standards and professionalism
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every day. Burson’s standards were expected to be incorporated throughout BursonMarsteller, and the employees were to hold these high standards at all times.
Corporations were able to see this in the employees and realized the integrity, dedication
and seriousness of the public relations professionals (Leaf). Bursonwas always willing
to help others by being generous with his time and advice as well as give a positive
example (Parrish).

As the years passed, the world changed the way people communicated with each
other. The speed at which individuals communicate led to recognition that public
relations and public affairs really are important to a company’s brand and reputation
(McCormack). Publics became more wary of companies telling them the truth, and
Burson helped showed them the importance of free media. Advertising was still
imperative but in terms of it being credible among those that were unsure ofthe
company, it was not effective. Burson was able to detect the importance and tangible
value of free media, such as stories about a client’s event, and demonstrated this
effectively to those he worked with (Demarest). He was also able to show his employees
and clients the importance of being current at all times so the public relations person or
client could always know if anything was going on with the company or if there were any
controversies.

He understood twitter, blogs and how to communicate in a viral world.

He gets it. He’s a risk taker and is still at the forefront. He was at the forefront 40 years
ago, and he is still at the forefront of the profession now”(Nides).

A classic example where Burson showed how public relations could be a
beneficial entity was when he helped with the National World War II Memorial
campaign and dedication. Burson-Marsteller and the American Battle Monuments
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Commission worked on the memorial for eight years and helped raise $195 million. The
firm held four days of events for the memorial in order to give tribute to all ofthe soldiers
that served in World War II. Burson-Marsteller worked with 20 subcontractors and 12
governmental agencies for the memorial. He also helped prepare for the thousands of
guests that attended the events in 4,000 locations before the dedication ofthe memorial
on May 29, 2004.(“Burson-Marsteller Wins Prestigious PRWeek Awards-Press Releases
Archive” 1).

Burson’s creativity, trust in his employees to be original when representing his
company and his character are all factors that helped make him one ofthe most
influential actors in placing public relations in a prominent position in most corporations
and businesses today(Mackey). Many organizations, counselors and many big
companies all over the world honor and respect his leadership in tlie industry. He is so
respected that other public affairs professionals look for Burson for advice.

Because of Harold and people like Harold, the importance
of public relations and public affairs have elevated
throughout coiporate America. Public Relations industry
has really exploded. New political leaders and
governmental officials consult public relations
professionals regularly now (Parrish).
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CONCLUSION

Burson, a young man from Memphis, Tennessee who fought in World War II and
started his career as a writer for The Commercial Appeal, became one ofthe most
influential and successful people in the public relations field in the 20‘^ century. He has
helped transfomi this occupation and still affects public relations to this day. Burson has
affected and helped modernize many different aspects of public relations from changing
the way corporations handle crises, helping the profession be seen as an important entity
to affecting the lives and future training of public relations professionals. “Harold is the
acknowledged ‘godfather’ of modem public relations”(Critchlow).

Burson transfonned the way organizations deal with difficult situations and has
been known as the model to follow when it comes to crisis management. “Harold’s
advice to Johnson & Johnson is the text book way to manage a recall,” (Parrish). Helping
companies like Johnson & Johnson, Coca-Cola, and the University of Mississippi are just
a few of the examples where Burson has aided business and others through crises. He
helped these entities and other groups prepare for these predicaments before any
situations arose since it is easier to diffuse a crisis before it occurs. He was one of the
first to pioneer in crisis management training. This was revolutionary in public relations
and helped many of Burson-Marsteller’s clients(M. Burson). He has succeeded at
becoming the example that everyone strives to emulate as a public relations consultant.
Burson defined how companies deal with crises starting in tlie 1950s and continues to
help define crisis management today(S. Burson).
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Burson set an ethical standard for the profession to always be honest with their
publics. He raised the standards for the profession and made his colleagues rise with

him. He is really a great man. He is somebody who possesses a great deal ofwisdom,
has a very sharp mind and really does understand the business ofcommunication at the
heart of human behavior”(McCormack).

This morality went further than the corporations being honest with their publics
but also spread to the corporations getting involved with their audiences and
communities, even including Burson-Marsteller working with charities. He encouraged
those that he represented and those that Burson-Marsteller represented to help others. It
was important to be generous for Burson (S. Burson). Burson believes in the power of
philanthropies. He showed corporations the importance ofnotjust getting involved but
also working with the non-profit organizations that have the same principles and values
as the corporations (Critchlow).

Raising the ethical standards in public relations went hand-in-hand with raising
the standards of research. “He is the leading light in the category(research)”(Paster).
His desire to research was one ofthe ways he modernized public relations and helped to
make the professionals have thoughtful, well-informed and fact based suggestions for
their clients (Paster). The results from the research helped the clients be able to make the
best decisions for the companies but also make the best effort they could with products
being orientated toward their clients. This also helped them with their brand and keeping
a good reputation (Demarest).
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The individuals that learned the most and whose standards were continually being
heightened and challenged by Burson w'ere his employees at Burson-Marsteller. His
preparation and training of his employees set the benclimark for all other public relations
firms to follow. He taught these people ever>'thing he knew and created an entire wave
of ex-Burson public relations people that affected the profession from all ofthe
knowledge they gained from Burson and Burson-Marsteller

Staff 26). His

influence on those that worked at Burson-Marsteller was vast and left an everlasting
impression on those individuals. There were even competitions about who had lunch
with Burson among the employees because they revered him witli great esteem
(Mackey). Harold knew how to put on a show and get corporations’ attention to show
them the need for public relations (McConnack).

Burson continued to help public relations’ prestige among others, especially
businesses by creating integrated marketing before the term was even thought of and
made public relations be seen as an equal with advertising. He helped create integrated
marketing by making public relations more strategic and integrating all different forms of
communication to help get the client’s message across (Otto). Burson for the first time
brought public relations as an equal to advertising in the business world. He showed
corporations the importance of talking to consumers and people beyond just advertising
to them. The corporations Burson worked with understood the power of free media
because of his intellect and vision of the power of public relations (Fudge).

His natural talent for public relations went beyond showing those in the United
States the power of public relations. He furthered this view all over the world in over 30
countries by building Burson-Marsteller offices. Burson-Marsteller’s ground-breaking
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actions to be tlic second c\ er American public relations company to have offices outside
of the United States inspired other companies to expand their offices abroad as well.
Burson was a leader in making public relations an international entity(Leaf). BursonMarsteller gave their clients a public relations company tliat could act across various
different countries. This was critical especially as the world became more
technologically advanced to be able to represent their clients in numerous different
locations no matter what situation occurred (Nides).

Public relations has evolved over time to be seen as a prestigious occupation that
is needed by most business, corporations and other organizations. Burson was one ofthe
main figures to help the profession become esteemed and for public relations people to be
sitting next to CEOs helping them make business decisions. He has become one ofthe
most renowned advisors to CEOs in the field and many still call on him even today for
advice (Critchlow). Clients and people love him, which helped him climb up the ladder of
corporations and become close confidants of CEOs (Politio).

Burson has made a lasting effect on public relations and public relations
professionals. Throughout his career, he was always humble, wise and sharp (King). He
worked hard but always gave credit to his team that worked with him on all of his clients.
Many that have worked with him, hired him and know him consider Burson to be “the
‘Yoda’ ofPR small in size, but disproportionately powerful in his ability to use clear
ideas to affect public opinion. He is an intellectual giant, well-read and even at his
current age a vibrant man sought by many around the world for his sage counsel'
(Critchlow).
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Burson-Marstcllcr was a pioneer in many different aspects and was not afraid to
push the envelope when it came to public relations. One quote tliat could help sum
Burson’s and Burson-Marsteller’s attitude that helped Burson to be one of the most
influential figures in the 20'*’ centur>' could be summed up by Burson himselfin an
interview with PRWeek in March 1988:

“We arc doing things that are far beyond the traditional
consumer PR of 10 or 15 years ago. We have attracted
controversy, but people are often uncomfortable with
pioneers. Galileo was thought of as a heretic... We have
pioneered greater use of research, we have pioneered the
greater integration of communications programs, we have
pioneered new techniques in consumer marketing, and we
have pioneered in the international marketplace, where we
were the first to offer the ability to deliver service of a
single high standard around the world”(Holmes 16).
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